Greg Gilbert

Art League

Dec. Artist

A Burroughs High School graduate, Greg Gilbert grew up in the burgh of Wyoming, Pennsylvania, graduated from Burroughs in 1973, will be featured during the month of December at the Jordan and Yvonne Boice Center.

Gilbert is presently attending the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles, where he expects to graduate in art design. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gilbert, NWC employees.

During his high school years, Gilbert was the best-angle-winner on two teams that won honors at the Kern County Art Festival. His work was selected in 1978 for the annual Kern County traveling art show, and in 1979 he was awarded a second-place ribbon at the Kern County Art Festival after winning the third ribbed ribbon.

Also in 1979 he was awarded the Desert Art League award which is given to the student artist in the field of art.

Gilbert is an avid collector of antiques for the artfield, however, he also has a temperamental, and pet and kid. All his work display on the Community will be held in the store location, of four live models and weekend individuals. To some extent he has been experimenting with the concept of the human form, elongating, fracturing, or, in short, distortion in the field of art.

In his landscapes on display, he has tried to emphasize a particular element of a part of a scene, fracturing and disrupting shapes without and then applying those shapes to paper, not only with paint, but by scratching, scraping, or writing thoughts and composition directly on the paint surface.

The exhibit may be viewed during the month of December. The Community Center was located not far from the Jordan Center, and it would be easy to check with the Community Center manager before scheduling a stop at the Center.

CLOTA To Hold Tryouts For Owl and Pussycat

Gerry Baker, who will direct "The Owl and The Pussycat" for the Playcrafters, is now in the process of scheduling a series of open casting for the play. He has set a December 4 and 5 at the CLOTA House, 1801 W. Business Center Drive, former Seaboard Station, at the Reno area in Sparks, Nevada.

The production, slated to go before the curtains rise in January 15, and again February 15 and 16, has two acts: one man and one woman. The man is a bookish, would-be writer, and the woman is a very worldly type, almost completely opposite to the man. Tryouts will begin at 11:30 a.m., both days.
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**Training News**

ANNOUNCEMENT

CHANGE IN DEADLINES FOR APPLICATIONS FOR NFWF Fellowships and Extensions thereof, NFWFUSE award, and On-Campus Phase of the USC Graduate Program

THE FOLLOWING DEADLINES ARE NOW IN EFFECT:

- **10 January** - NFWFUSE Awards (Washington Control Systems Engineering Graduate Student Study Program) for the 1977-78 academic year
- **March** - NFWF Fellowships and Extensions thereof, effective at start of 1977 Summer Term, Fall Quarter, or Fall Semester
- **October** - NFWF Fellowships and Extensions thereof, effective at start of 1978 Winter or Spring Quarters or Spring Semester
- **On-Campus Phase of USC Graduate Program in Engineering and Physics for 1977 Fall Semester enrollment**

For further information and application instructions contact Code 318, Room 10 Administration Building, extension 4104 in 1977 or 4128 in 1978.

**PWOC Schedules Yule Luncheon**

The Protestant Women of the Chapel will hold their Christmas luncheon and program on Tuesday, December 13 at 11:30 a.m. in the Carlisle Room of the All Faith Chapel. Guests will be served by the PWOC from Edwards and George Air Force Bases.

The featured speaker will be Mrs. Mary Owen, Director of the United States and Pacific Regional Office of the American Red Cross, and Social and Spiritual Life Chairman of the Church Women United of Southern Nevada. Mrs. Robert Gomer will give a devotional on Christmas, and cards will be sung.

A special luncheon will be served in a nutcrack and Sheepscot
to celebrate Christmas, and cards will be sung.

**Transportation Division Gets Big Job Done**

(Continued from Page 4)

employees and is divided into four sections: the Heavy Duty Shop Section, Ready Tool Section, Main Components Section, and the Assembly Section.

The branch is responsible for maintenance of all transportation equipment, including all yellow- painted vehicles and equipment.

Each month, under Bob Brown, operates the Division's vehicles. The Branch is also divided into four separate sections: Ready Tool Transport; Ready Tool Assembly; and Light Tool Section.

The pictures on pages 4 and 5 reflect only a small fraction of the functions of the NFW Transport section.

**Illegal To Use Snowmobiles To Pursue Game**

The use of snowmobiles to pursue, drive, or hunt any game bird, game mammal or fur-bearing animal is illegal, the Department of Fish and Game reports. A fine which exceeds fifteen dollars may be imposed for each offense.

**SBA Care Center To Host Santa**

Next Wednesday

A pole dance is expected at the SBA Child Care Center (diplopoly) on Wednesday, December 15, when the children will celebrate Christmas with a party and visit from Santa Claus. The festivities will start at 2 p.m.

All children between the ages of two months and three years are welcome, according to Mrs. Shirley Blevins, director. There will be the usual hourly charge, plus the regular monthly fee, the director notes, is funded by the Center for unusual. All parents are invited to be a part of the fun.

**NAP OFFICER CITED**

During morning quarters last week Capt. R. E. Mcllroy (3), Commanding Officer at NAP, presented a Merit Award to Maj. A. R. Lawyer, 477th Maintenance Squadron, for his outstanding work in training an aircraft. Maj. Lawyer received the award for his efficiency in training an aircraft and was cited by Capt. McLlroy for his efforts in improving the maintenance of the aircraft.

In an Emergency Call

446-3333

**Divine Services**

**ROCKETEER**

Friday, December 11, 1970

**New NWC Senior Chaplain Osmany In ‘Harness’**

(Continued from Page 1)

in Japanese and delivered to the Superintendent of Schools to be placed in all elementary and Junior High Schools in the city of Yokohama.

The cleaner air, freedom in driving, and a life of beauty, and peace, and the equipment are a few of the first impressions gained by Osmany Osman on his arrival at Lake Chlplalin.

His personal feelings as a chaplain include a strong interest in the past and present religious and spiritual life, and in the future religious and spiritual Have a Christmas party for the children of the Ochi Lake School, on Saturday, December 13, at 11:30 a.m.

The December issue of the ROCKETEER will be the final publication of the paper for 1977. Organizations that desire to have their holiday happenings published are urged to get the information in writing to the ROCKETEER office in order to give the staff time to plan the Christmas issue. The next issue for 1978 will be on January 1, 1978.
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**ROCKETEER SPORTS**

**Victory Over Arden's Keeps Ace-In-TV in Lead**

Ace TV(I) maintained its lead in the Intramural League by virtue of a 202-190 victory over the Burroughs. The win dropped the B team to second place, while the A team remained in the lead. The game was played on Monday night, and the final score was 202-190 in favor of Ace TV(I).

**Betty Rendell**

**Nells AFB Reaps As MD11S Football Champs**

Nells AFB is again the football champion of the Mojave Desert Inter-Service Invitational and China Lake again keeps on solid ground in its search for an MD11S championship. The team has once again proved its dominance in the league, securing another victory. The MD11S competition is highly regarded, with participants from various military bases.

**Local Lanes to the Red Sled**

A dedication ceremony to celebrate the China Lake Bowl facility at Red Memorial will be held on Saturday, December 10 at 10 a.m. The event will feature a ribbon-cutting ceremony, with the presence of local dignitaries and community leaders. The Red Memorial facility is a popular destination for bowling and social events, offering a range of amenities for visitors to enjoy.

**Friday, December 11, 1970**

**NESS NATF; Pins And Needles Lose To VX-5**

The NATF teams today turned second quarter surges into victories to take the league lead after the China Lake Basketball Tournament of Friday a week ago. NATF passed the Needles Officers, 83-11, as the Hawks pulled in a solid 35-12 half-time lead. The Hawks returned their opponents, 85-3, in the second half.

**Pins and Needles**

**Banner**

**Friday, December 11, 1970**

**Rackets**

**Friday, December 11, 1970**
Public Works’ Transportation Division Does Big Job For Center

One of the least heralded organizations in the structure of the Naval Weapons Center is the Transportation Division of Public Works. Each day, NWC employees move by hundreds of vehicles, which are serviced, maintained and operated by the Transportation Division without realizing the broad spectrum and diversification the Division’s day-to-day operations create. Most employed are models of human and mechanical nature.

Repel the wind, move the rain.

The majority of the Division’s supervision and maintenance work is accomplished in the Division’s huge 20-ton Lorraine Crane into place during a recent job performed by the Transportation Division. The crane was unneeded in this manner due to special circumstances.

Ray Cox is the Division Supervisor, often called the “Chief Trafficman” by the personnel of the Transportation Division. Mrs. Cox is also secretary to the Branches and in Production Control, her responsibility is control of records of vehicle assignment, keeps track of expected deliveries, makes an allowance list, and handles the general correspondence of the office.

John Slade, supervisor of the Heavy Duty Repair Branch, heads up the Inspection Branch. Slade’s group consists of 9 employees, 2 office clerks, and 7 inspectors. It is the responsibility of the group to inspect service assignments done on all Transportation Division vehicles to ensure adherence to government specifications, safety standards and quality of work. Slade’s group consists of 9 employees, 2 office clerks, and 7 inspectors.

John Slade, supervisor of the Heavy Duty Repair Branch, heads up the Inspection Branch. Slade’s group consists of 9 employees, 2 office clerks, and 7 inspectors. It is the responsibility of the group to inspect service assignments done on all Transportation Division vehicles to ensure adherence to government specifications, safety standards and quality of work. Slade’s group consists of 9 employees, 2 office clerks, and 7 inspectors.

Each year, the fleet of vehicles, ranging from bicycles to large earth-moving equipment, service is evaluated for the Fleet Safety Award of the Los Angeles Chapter of the National Safety Council, in competition with other units which have fleets driving between 30,000 and 180,000 miles per month. This is the sixth consecutive year that NWC has placed either first, second or third in this competition.

Carroll B. Williams, who repairs automobiles, trucks and trams, is a bicycle wheel.
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